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a note from the composer

For the audience wandering in this space, the show 
codes are reversed: from listener he becomes listened, 
from spectator he becomes a subject of the show. The 
sounds and the musicians themselves are subject to 
contamination phenomena.

Through this artwork, a non-mutual listening device 
reverses the primary conditions for communication 
between human beings, thus representing the contem-
porary drifts of communication.

         Laurent Durupt.

Our world is getting closer to the utopia by Jeremy Ben-
tham when he imagined his panoptic architecture at 
the end of the 18th century. We went further, realizing 
the British humanist’s first fantasy, the sound, which he 
had quickly abandoned due to a lack of adapted tech-
nology.
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Laurent Durupt, along with french collectives Links and Embody, 
enjoys rethinking the space for a show with monitoring and lis-

tening tools. Together, they invite you into PrivEspace, an unusual 
sound and visual space, a show halfway between installation, per-

formance and concert. 
Surrounded by squeaky sounds or kitsch music, facing offbeat hu-
mour and absurd listening situations and interpretations, you will 
navigate in the core of a secret score in which you may be, in spite 

of yourself, the hero.

Laurent Durupt  / Design, music composition
Rémi Durupt  / Percussions

Raphaël Quénéhen/ Woodwinds
Trami Nguyen / Plucked strings

Louise Leverd / Cello

Manon Parent  / Performer, dancer
Gaspard de Massé / Performer

Margot Dorléans  / Performer , dancer
Pauline Simon  / Performer , dancer

Fernando Favier  / Telecommunication
Maxime Lance  / Information development

Nicolas Baumann  / Design structure setting
Frédéric Boileau  / General technical management

embody collective

privespace

links ensemble
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space, panopticisme and situations
PrivEspace is alternately a private and depriving space. Its format fits to the event 
context that welcomes it: it can be a continuous interplay, hosting 4 persons every 
5 minutes for several hours, or a show / performance in 40 to 45 minutes. The 
number of participants must be low enough to give them the sense of isolation 
(recommended capacity: 40 people). The PrivEspace consists of 2 separate 
spaces:

The PrivEspace space
In this space lays a black monolithic structure, 6m wide, 12m long and a height of 
3m. This structure is built with the same principle of a checkerboard. Each case 
has the same size, 1,5m x 1,5m. Dividing into equal cells evokes a certain idea of 
dehumanization, of a computer matrix. This is finally the contemporary pano-
pticism. Participants move from one case-room to another according to a set of 
curtains, feeling rather quickly a feeling of isolation and disorientation.
  
The structure shelters a strange world where every move is a step towards the 
unknown and can give rise to absurd, disturbing or funny situations, induced 
by both human beings and machines. A video surveillance device with fixed and 
mobile cameras spies each event. Haunting the space, performers call on visitors 
visually or via fixed telephones. This brings the material of sonorous and visual 
panopticism .
Installed in anechoic boxes next to the structure, musicians play a succession 

of composed sequences, with open possibilities according to the participants’ 
behaviour in a very confidential, intimate and strange sound surrounding.

This information, snippets of conversations, sounds and music are processed and 
transformed in the control room and then diffused in the main space, creating 
a strange atmosphere, disseminating information. Some room-cases of the 
structure are equipped with a device centralizing the different sounds that were 
captured, thus enable the participant to create his own score.

The Panoptic space
The Panoptic space is where the role inversion takes effect, where the panopticon 
reveals itself, where the private and intimate space felt in the structure turns out 
depriving.
Video surveillance facility
The images captured by the video 
devices installed in the structure are 
screened in real time in this space. 
Here, participants can also control 
surveillance cameras or drive a small 
drone with an integrated camera. 
They can select, enlarge and zoom 
images. A participant can have now 
the feeling of having control, to be at 
the end of the panoptic chain.

The technical control room is installed 
in the Panoptic space and is an integral 
part of the scenography.
It is here that the sounds and images 
that the participants perceive in the 
different spaces are recorded, processed 
and then broadcast again.
The visibility of the control room is 
one of the keys to reading the show by 

Unless this feeling was just an illusion of power that other 
people let him...

making the panopticism both concrete and mysterious, the control exercised over 
the data made available - or not - to the participants.
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production and diffusion schedule

October 1st, 2016: « ßêta version » parcours OFFiciel de la Nuit 
Blanche, Collège des Bernardins - Paris, France

February 9 & 10, 2017: « ßêta’ version » Festival Reims Scènes 
d’Europe 2017, Le Cellier - Reims, France

We see PrivEspace as an immersive experience that is refreshed 
at each and every new performance. This creation, having 

performative and participative aspects, needs to face a public in an 
experimental or « ßêta » form before a real creation.

from june to september 2016 : contruction and creation residency
at La Fileuse - artistic workspace of Reims 

and at La Comédie de Reims - France 

partners and supports

production.

diffusion.

PrivEspace is produced by La Comédie de Reims, Centre 
dramatique national

Césaré, National Center for Musical Creation / Reims - FR

La Muse en Circuit, National Center for Musical Creation / 
Alfortville - FR

With the support of : La Fileuse - artistic workspace / Reims - FR

Laurent Durupt is associate composer to La Comédie de Reims-
CDN, with the support of Césaré CNCM/Reims, within the frame-

work of DGCA/SACEM.

Photographies : © Marikel Lahana
 exept the cover : © HYBRID ; p. 9 : © DR ; p. 10 © Malik Nejmi

Marikel Lahana’s photographs illustrating this folder are
taken on the spot, during the first Beta version at the College of

Bernardins, Paris.
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laurent duruptComposer and musician

Laurent Durupt studied piano, chamber music, analysis, counterpoint, 
improvisation and composition at the CNSM National Superior Conservatory in 
Paris. He won several prizes at piano competitions, chamber music competitions, 
and composition prizes. He teaches piano at the Paris Conservatory and 
electronic composition at UPEM University in Marne-La-Vallée.
His compositions have been played in important places for contemporary music: 
Paris, Lyon, Strasbourg, Rome, Palermo, Bogota, Vitoria, Chelsea, Manchester, 
Saint-Petersburg, Vancouver, Dallas, Austin, Atlanta, San Antonio and New York.

KEY DATES:

2010: resident at l’Académie de Royaumont « Voix nouvelles ».
2011 to 2013: cursus for young composers 1 & 2 at IRCAM, scholarship from the 
Fondation de France and the Fondation Meyer, commissioned by Radio France, Le 
Festival d’Aix-en-Provence and the Cabaret Contemporain among others.
2013 to 2014: resident at the Villa Médicis (Académie de France à Rome). 
With PrivEspace, Laurent Durupt gathered two artistic groups he works with: 
Links ensemble and performers collective Embody.

LINKS ENSEMBLE :
Links is initially a duo; it is also an ensemble keen on performing arts, experimentation, 
the unexpected, and the opposition in counterpoint. The artists of Links are musicians, 
photographs, scenographers or plastic artists, and seek the invention of their respective 
art in contact with the others and with external collaboration.

EMBODY COLLECTIVE :
Embody is a pluridisciplinary collective, a team of spirits and boiling bodies, active in ex-
ploration and in exploration of a specific place. Each Embody’s form is, in essence, unpre-
dictable because the artistic process is worked instead of any result. Some questions are 
repeated in this research : the boundary between “in” and “off” representation, between 
“artists” and “public” by no longer living this difference of status as a difference but as a 
fertile encounter. The sharing of the data resulting from several meetings becomes a vector 
of creation and a source of learning and transformation for all and everyone. In search of 
the loss of reference that precedes any discovery, the Embody collective constantly visits 
the artistic process according to the artists present, the place of the performance and the 
conditions of residence and representation. In contrast to the creation of an absolute work, 
Embody does not try to reproduce or settle in a form but to surprise.
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Michel Meunier
Production manager

Césaré : +33 (0)3 26 88 85 95
production@cesare.fr

Césaré CNCM
Les Docks Rémois

27 rue Ferdinand Hamelin
51450 Bétheny

FRANCE

Contact

cesare-cncm.com
laurentdurupt.com

ensemblelinks.fr
embodyembody.wordpress.com

links

https://cesare-cncm.com
www.laurentdurupt.com/
www.ensemblelinks.fr
https://embodyembody.wordpress.com

